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 The film is based on a novel of the same name written by Shashi Deshpande and translated into Hindi by Rajinder Singh
Bhangu. The film was screened at the 1979 International Film Festival of India in New Delhi, where it won a Gold Medal for

the best film in the Hindi section. The film was remade in Tamil with the same title in 1982, as well as in Kannada in 1983. Plot
Devi is an orphan who moves to a new town in Uttar Pradesh with her friend Lakshmi. Devi meets a kind old lady, Shanti, who

helps them find work. Shanti is also a widow. Devi falls in love with Dheeraj. Cast Farooq Shanti Kapoor Rajendra Kumar
Neena Golshifteh Farahani Production The film was based on a novel of the same name written by Shashi Deshpande, which
was translated into Hindi by Rajinder Singh Bhangu. Shashi Deshpande narrated her experiences while writing the novel to

Shashi Kapoor, who was impressed with the novel and expressed his interest in the story. Kapoor bought the rights to the novel
and asked Manmohan Krishna to direct the film adaptation of the story. Shashi Kapoor played the lead role, with Shanti Kapoor
as the principal antagonist. Shanti Kapoor was cast in the film despite her age, as Manmohan Krishna believed she was "still a

beautiful woman". Noorie was Manmohan Krishna's first film as director. It was also his first with Shanti Kapoor. Her
character, Devi was based on the central character of the novel. Her performance earned her the National Film Award for Best
Supporting Actress. Soundtrack The soundtrack of the film was composed by the duo R.D. Burman, and the lyrics were penned
by Sahir Ludhianvi. It was one of the successful soundtrack albums from the period, which has songs in the genres of classical
and bhajan, with Western instrumentation. Reception Box office The film's success was evident from the first week of release,
as the film earned more than ₹1.5 million from its first week. The film had a 50-day theatrical run in Mumbai, making from

14,000 seats. Critical reception Reviews were mostly positive. External links 82157476af
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